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Abstract

If a set of linear classifiers in the same feature

spaces is combined by a linear output classifier

and if each of these classifiers has a sigmoid out-

put function then this set of classifiers has the

same architecture as a feed-forward neural net-

work. A combined set of classifiers, however, is

trained in an entirely different way. In this paper

it is shown that it can be advantageous to use such

a set as an initialization for a neural network.

1. Introduction

Combining sets of different classifiers has been frequently
studied recently and is shown to be an effective tool for
improving classification results, e.g. see [1], [2], [4], [8] and
[9]. The basic set of input classifiers can be based on differ-
ent feature sets, different training sets, different realizations
of the same classifier (e.g. a neural network) or can be a set
of different classifier types (e.q. linear, quadratic, k-NN,
neural net, see [7]). The output classifier combining the
results of the input classifiers is often of a fixed type, e.g.
mean, product, minimum, maximum or median of continu-
ous classification outputs like posterior probabilities. Theo-
retical justifications can be given for such rules, [1] and [9].

In this paper we will focus on sets of linear input classi-
fiers combined by a trained linear output classifier. In
between is a mapping of the input classifier outputs on clas-
sifier conditional posterior probabilities, [7]. For this a
logistic function or sigmoid is used. As a result the entire set
of linearly combined classifiers can be mapped on a feed-
forward neural network. Each linear classifier is trans-
formed into a set of nodes, one for each class, in the neural
network. There is one little difference between the resulting
network and the combined set of linear classifiers: the class
conditional posterior probabilities on the output of a linear

classifier sum to one. Outputs of neurons pointing to differ-
ent classes don’t necessarily sum to one.

By the above training a combined set of linear classifiers
is an alternative for neural network training rules like back-
propagation or Levenbergh-Marquardt optimization. It is a
point of research to determine whether and when this is
faster and how performances might differ. In this paper we
will show by a single set of experiments that by the com-
bined classifier at least a good initialization is obtained for
the neural network.

In the next sections some details on our combined set of
linear classifiers are given, followed by a description of the
data and the experiments. This paper is based on experi-
ments more extensively described in [3].

2. The linear combination of linear classifiers

Suppose we have a multi-class problem with classesΩ =
{ ω1, ω2,... ,ωc}. Each object x is given by k features: x = (x1,
x2, ... ,xk). In order to obtain a set ofn different classifiers
the feature set is split inn different feature sets ofki (i = 1,n)
features. In the below experiments these sets are non-over-
lapping, soΣki = k, but this is not essential.

Each multi-class classifier consists of a set of two-class
classifiers between one of thec classes and all otherc-1
classes. In each of then feature spacesc linear classifiers
Sij(xi) are computed (i=1,n; j=1,c) using Fisher Linear Dis-
criminant Dij(xi). For each of these discriminants an optimal
output sigmoid is found by optimizing a multiplicative
coefficientα using the maximum likelihood rule over the
training set, so

After all nc classifiersSij(xi) have been computed a similar
output classifierC(x) consisting of c Fisher Discriminants
Cj(x) is trained on all thenc outcomes over the training set.
This combined classifier is mapped on a neural network
with k inputs,nc hidden neurons and c outputs. As for each
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hidden neuron just weights are computed toki of the k input
features, all weights for the other features are set to zero.

The neural networks obtained in this way are further
trained using the extended backpropagation routines sup-
plied in Matlab’s Neural Network Toolbox [6]. These can
also be based on the Nguyen-Widrow random initialization
method [10] which we used as a reference.

3. The data set

We used the same dataset as in earlier reported experiments
on combined classifier [2], [3], [4]. It consists of a set of
handwritten numerals as used on dutch utility maps. They
were scanned in 8 bits using 400 dpi. The grey value images
were sharpened, normalized on size, deskewed and thresh-
olded, resulting in 30 by 48 binary pixels. On these data sev-
eral feature sets are computed. Here we use:

a. Karhunen - Loève: the 64 coefficients related to a Kar-
hunen - Loève orthogonalization of the original set images
representing the raw features.

b. Pixel features. The 30 x 48 pixels were divided in 15 x
16 tiles of 2 x 3 pixels. All these tiles were averaged, result-
ing in 240 features.

c. Zernike moments. These are 47 rotation invariant
moments (by which almost each distinction between the
characters ‘6’ and ‘9’ is lost). To this dataset 6 topological/
morphological features have been added like the number of
endpoints derived from the skeleton. The total number of
features is thereby 53.

For each of the 10 classes ‘0’ - ‘9’ 200 objects are avail-
able. At random a training set of 100 objects per class was
generated for learning. The remaining objects are used for
testing.

4. Description of the experiments

In each of the experiments two Fisher classifiers are
trained (n = 2) on a single set of features. We used all ten
classes and we randomly divided the features over the two
classifiers. That way we introduced some randomness.
Combined classifiers were trained as described in section 2.

We used the parameters of this combination as initial
weights for the equivalent neural network. The combination
and its equivalent neural network now produced the same
outputs if the same inputs were applied to them. Since we
used ten classes (c = 10), each of the Fisher classifiers cor-
responds to 10 neurons, see section 2. The combined classi-
fier corresponds thereby with 20 hidden neurons and 10
output neurons.

After the initialization, the equivalent networks were
trained with the back-propagation algorithm. For this train-
ing we used targets of 0.9 and 0.1, an initial learning rate of
0.01, a learning rate increase of 1.05 and a learning rate
decrease of 0.7. During training the classification errors on

both, the test set and the learning set were determined. The
results are compared with those of neural networks of the
same architecture initialized with the Nguyen-Widrow
method and trained with the same training parameters.
Training was stopped when either the learning error became
zero or the number of training iterations was more than
5000 and no improvements were made during the last half
number of training iterations. That way the networks were
trained for a rather long time and most networks ended
over-trained. This was done to be able to evaluate the com-
plete behavior of the network during training. Each experi-
ment was repeated eight times, using the same learning and
testing set each time.

5. Results

5.1 Karhunen-Loève feature set

The results of this experiment are shown in table 1 and in
figure 1. For each of the 2 x 8 experiments this table shows:
el,o the error on the learning set directly after initialization

(for initialization with the combined classifier this is the
error after its training).

el,minthe minimum error on the learning set during training
el,e the error on the learning set at the end of training
et,o the error on the test set directly after initialization (for

initialization with the combined classifier this is the er-
ror after its training).

et,minthe minimum error on the test set during training
et,e the error on the test set at the end of training

This table shows convergence problems for the networks
initialized with Nguyen-Widrow, 7 of the 8 networks ended
training with a learning error of 90%. The other network ini-

Fig. 1. Fig. 1 Learning errors and test errors during
neural network training for the Karhunen-Loève
feature set for the Nguyen-Widrow initialization (onl
the converging network is shown) and for the 8
combined classifier initializations.
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tialized with Nguyen-Widrow ended with a learning error of
10% and had a minimal test error of 13.6%. (Other experi-
ments reported in [3] show that networks with 10 hidden
units also, but less suffer ed from convergence problems).

The test and learning errors of the network initialized
with the combined classifier did reduce during training and
the networks were over-trained again when training ended.

This can also be seen in figure 1. The test errors first reduced
and after a while they increased again. The learning errors
decreased until they ended with an error of 0.0 or 0.1%.
Their minimal errors on the test set varied from 5.0-5.9%.
This was much better than the Nguyen-Widrow initialized
networks (and also better than the results obtained from the
network with 10 hidden units).

5.2 Pixel feature set

The results of this experiment are shown in table 2. The
neural networks on the pixel feature set initialized with the
Nguyen-Widrow method ended twice with a learning error
of 90%. It ended three times with a learning error of 0-0.4%.
Their corresponding minimal test errors are the lowest min-
imal test errors and vary from 4.8% to 6.4%.

The learn and test errors of the networks initialized with
the combined classifier reduce further during training and,
again, the networks ended over-trained. The minimal test

errors varied from 4.9-5.7% which was much better than the
minimal test errors of the networks initialized with the
Nguyen-Widrow method.
5.3 Zernike feature set

See table 3 for the results.The networks initialized with the
Nguyen-Widrow method did not converge four times. Only
twice a network ended with a learning error smaller than
40%, these learning errors were 2.5 and 12.5%. The first of
these networks somehow managed to find a way to discrim-
inate most of the samples of class ‘6’ from those of class ’9’,

Table 1. Results for the Karhunen Loève feature set.

initialized with Nguyen-Widrow initialized with combined classifier

el,0 el,min el,end et,0 et,min et,end el,0 el,min el,end et,0 et,min et,end

1 90.1 10.0 10.0 90.6 13.6 14.2 5.2 0.1 0.1 8.8 5.9 9.2

2 93.1 90.0 90.0 92.8 90.0 90.0 5.6 0.0 0.0 9.5 5.8 7.4

3 92.5 90.0 90.0 90.4 90.0 90.1 5.3 0.0 0.0 8.2 5.8 7.0

4 91.2 77.9 90.0 91.9 76.9 90.1 5.5 0.0 0.0 9.4 5.1 6.4

5 92.1 80.3 90.0 91.8 81.1 90.0 4.6 0.0 0.0 8.7 5.3 7.6

6 88.5 88.5 90.0 88.2 88.2 90.0 5.5 0.0 0.0 9.5 5.0 7.5

7 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.1 90.0 90.0 5.4 0.0 0.0 9.1 5.6 6.5

8 90.6 85.4 90.0 90.5 87.0 90.0 5.3 0.0 0.0 9.2 5.3 6.9

mean 91.0 76.5 80.0 90.8 77.1 80.5 5.3 0.0 0.0 9.1 5.4 7.3

Table 2. Results for the pixel feature set.

initialized with Nguyen-Widrow initialized with combined classifier

el,0 el,min el,end et,0 et,min et,end el,0 el,min el,end et,0 et,min et,end

1 87.9 87.9 90.0 89.3 89.3 90.0 2.3 0.1 0.1 7.9 5.4 6.8

2 88.4 20.1 20.3 89.1 23.7 25.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 7.8 5.2 6.1

3 89.2 0.0 0.0 89.3 4.8 5.8 2.1 0.0 0.0 7.6 5.7 5.9

4 90.2 0.3 0.3 90.6 6.4 10.4 2.0 0.0 0.0 7.4 4.9 5.5

5 83.3 83.3 90.0 84.4 84.4 90.0 2.4 0.0 0.0 7.9 5.6 6.1

6 93.1 0.4 0.4 92.6 6.4 8.0 2.2 0.3 0.3 7.8 4.9 5.4

7 88.3 10.1 10.1 88.8 16.2 16.8 2.2 0.2 0.2 7.8 5.0 5.9

8 92.7 10.3 10.4 92.3 15.1 16.2 1.9 0.0 0.0 7.8 5.3 6.0

mean 89.1 26.6 27.7 89.5 30.8 32.8 2.1 0.1 0.1 7.7 5.2 5.9



although most features are rotational invariant. The minimal
test error corresponding to the minimal learning error of
2.5% was 13.3% which is quite a good result for a rotational
invariant feature set.

Interesting is that the learning error of the networks ini-
tialized with the combined classifier did not end with an
error smaller than 10%, so, they did not find a way of distin-
guishing the samples of class `6’ from those of class `9’.
Apparently the networks initialized with the combined clas-
sifier did not find a global minimum for the data. The mini-
mal test errors varied from 14.0-15.6% which was
somewhat worse than 13.3%, but much better than all other
results of the networks initialized with Nguyen-Widrow.
The mean of the minimal test errors was 14.9%

6. Conclusions

Initialization by a combined classifier always resulted in
good performing neural networks. The networks initialized
with Nguyen-Widrow were occasionally somewhat better
but never much. They often suffered from convergence
problems leading to much worse performances.

In general it was possible to reduce the learning error and
the test error by training with back-propagation, after ini-
tializing a neural network with a combined classifier.
Almost all networks were over-trained at the end, but this
was partly due to the deliberately long training periods.

These experiments have shown that the combined classi-
fier can be a powerful tool for initializing neural network.
Moreover, they show that further training is worthwhile
resulting in an overall procedure in which first the initial
layers and neurons are trained individually and then in their
neural network combination.
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Table 3. Results for the Zernike feature set.

initialized with Nguyen-Widrow initialized with combined classifier

el,0 el,min el,end et,0 et,min et,end el,0 el,min el,end et,0 et,min et,end

1 97.3 2.5 2.5 98.2 13.3 19.3 12.8 11.9 12.7 16.4 15.4 16.2

2 89.9 40.1 40.1 89.9 41.4 41.7 13.0 12.5 13.9 16.1 15.1 16.1

3 90.3 81.4 90.0 90.9 81.0 90.1 13.5 13.1 14.1 15.6 14.9 15.3

4 87.8 12.5 12.5 87.4 22.5 26.8 13.4 13.4 14.1 16.3 14.6 15.5

5 90.2 80.6 90.0 90.0 80.4 90.1 12.8 11.1 11.4 16.8 14.4 14.8

6 91.8 80.1 90.0 92.6 80.1 90.0 13.3 12.6 13.4 15.8 14.0 14.8

7 90.1 63.3 80.2 91.5 63.2 81.0 14.0 13.0 13.3 16.2 15.6 16.7

8 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 12.8 12.7 13.6 16.2 15.3 16.0

mean 90.9 56.3 61.9 91.3 59.0 66.1 13.2 12.5 13.3 16.2 14.9 15.7


